Glass production for boat industry, furniture, design

Company
Sovit is based in Pietrasanta, a town known for the presence of great artists and
successful sculptors, a few kilometers from Viareggio Marina di Carrara and Livorno, the
nerve center of the Tuscan yacht industry. The company, one of the most active and
dynamic in the production and installation of glass for boat industry, has combined 20
years of experience in transforming glass with the know how gained through more than
30 years of boatbuilding. Thanks to this great expertise, Sovit can provide its customers
a defect less product, that perfectly matches the geometries of the vessel and that
complies with Italian and international regulations. Sovit collaborates with boat designer
in order to realize new solutions capable of offering a unique product.

Looking beyond…
The influence of glass as a design element on
board is becoming increasingly important: in this
scenario, the Tuscan company Sovit is leader in
the design and production of glass for yachting,
providing a complete package of services from
evaluation to glass installation on board yachts
and mega yachts.
In the past 20 years, the use of glass on board has enormously
increased; nowadays, both yards and designers think glass will be
the new trend material to be used in future yachts and super yachts.
This trend follows the evolution of shapes and the innovation that
research and development have brought to glass manufacturing:
great progress has been made and currently the applications of
this versatile material are infinite. In the future, the presence of
glass in yachts, even in their structure, will increase even more,
thanks to the multiple shapes and futuristic silhouettes that only
this material can ensure, due to its transparency. Owners prefer
it yachts, with a close connection between interiors and exteriors.
Therefore, glass is the perfect material for decoration, thanks
to its beauty and long lasting life. Sovit has a significant position
in the production of glass for yachting. Because of its long
experience and the great number of orders successfully fulfilled,
the company can provide today a complete package of services
that can satisfy any request, even the most difficult ones, yacht
and merchant ship builders can make.

Planning
Thanks to this great experience, Sovit can provide its
customers a defect less product that perfectly matches the
geometries of the vessel and that complies with Italian and
international regulations.

The production process
Sovit produces a remarkable quantity of custom-made products If you only
think of the huge number of glass pieces you find in a boat, knowing that
any curved section need a particular mold, you can easily see how much
the company works on any project. Glass can be modeled it is therefore,
the ideal decorative material. Structurally and aesthetically, curved glass
can apply to any usage, both for interiors and exteriors it can be used
whenever you need a material with a visual impact. A gradual heating
process makes flat glass moldable the special male/female molds in steel
Sovit produces allow obtaining any desired shape.

This particular procedure enables the company to manufacture a superior
quality product with no imperfections. Nowadays, research and
development of products in high-technology glass are very important that
makes of Sovit a reference point for designers and yards who always have
increasing needs. The company can also supply a wide range of special
glass products: ballistic and fire protection, as well as the best solution to
limit the solar factor, always providing privacy and comfort.

Works
Sovit produces a large range of glass products (hulls, decks,
superstructures, gangways, roofs, flying bridges, stairways,
walls, furniture), providing it’s customers (among them, some of
the most prestigious Italian and foreign yards) flat and curved
glass for yachts, mega yachts and big ships. The company’s
rigid production process in glass manufacturing, grants a
reliable product that fulfills any safety standard and technical
requirements.

Heating System
Sovit produces both flat and curved glass with heating
system and a defogging function to grant the best
visibility and excellent performance in any situation.

Swicht ON/OFF
To grant your privacy without compromising elegance
and innovation, we produce glasses that have a
special interlayer to make them transparent or opaque
with a simple touch.

Mirror TV
Sovit mirror TV is a unique product of its kind it
provides news ideas for project managers and
architects, and has many applications including
furniture, walls, and other elements.

The company’s rigid production process in
glass manufacturing, grants a reliable product
that fulfills any safety standard and technical
requirements.

Fireproof glass
Sovit can provide a wide range of
fire-resistant glass products that fit any
situations.
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Certifications
Sovit only uses a glass that is approved and
accepted by all the main classification registers.
The glass is tested in the factory for mechanical
resistance in the presence of supervisors from
the Naval Registers.

Full Services
Sovit technical staff can answer any
questions and tackle complex requests.
Thanks to a constant professional
training, we can provide a wide range of
services, from devising
three-dimensional solutions to final
installation on board. The Tuscan
company can also supplies a worldwide
after sales service and the Refit.

Contact

Via della Breccia Violetta
Loc. Portone - 55045 Pietrasanta (LU)
T. +39 0584 283417 - F. +39 284557
P.IVA 01238650467 - sovit@sovitglass.com
Our offices are open from:
Monday - Friday
8:00 - 12:00 | 13:00 - 17:00

